
Across our union at UW Medicine, our elected bargaining team from Harborview Medical Center, Airlift NW, 
and UWMC-Northwest Hospital and Clinics is negotiating with management for a wage reopener and for our 
2023-2025 contract. The staffing crisis in our hospitals and clinics demands immediate attention, which 
means our elected bargaining team and UW Medicine are taking new, creative approaches to bargaining 
our wage reopener and our next contract. We know each of us is experiencing challenges in caring for our 
patients and that the economy is squeezing our hard-earned dollars more and more. That’s why we agreed to 
some interim wage increases for some urgently understaffed job classes and told management that we won’t 
stop fighting for each job to be recognized with interim wage increases. 

*These raises are back dated to 8/1/2022. It may take management 
up to 90 days for these increases to show up on your paychecks, but 
will include retro pay.

Harborview Medical Center Average % 
Increase

Flight Nurse 5%

Flight Nurse, Senior 5%

Electroneurodiagnostic Technologist 1 5%

Electroneurodiagnostic Technologist 2 5%

Electroneurodiagnostic Technologist 3 5%

Pharmacy Technician 1 5%

Pharmacy Technician 2 5%

Pharmacy Technician Lead 5%

Registered Nurse 2 5%

Registered Nurse 3 5%

Social Worker 5%

Northwest Hospital and Clinics Average % 
Increase

Advanced Cardiac Technologist Lead 2%

Advanced Cardiac Technologist 2%

Cert Nursing Asst 4%

Float Cert Nursing Asst 4%

Instrument Tech 5%

Instrument Tech Lead 5%

Medical Assistant - Certified 5%

Medical Assistant - Certified Lead 5%

Medical Assistant Apprentice 5%

Medical Asst - Reg 5%

Operating Room Tech Cert 5%

OSC Resource Coordinator 5%

Pharmacy Purchasing Tech 5%

Pharmacy Technician 5%

Pharmacy Technician Lead 5%

Social Worker, Senior 5%

Surg Svcs Resource Tech 5%

“Our unit has lost so many staff over the last two years. As a relatively new ICU nurse I look to experienced nurses 
to guide me in challenging situations, but increasingly I find that I am one of the most experienced staff nurses on 
some shifts because so many others have left. When I talk to my coworkers about what is most important to them, 
they are focused on retention and the pressing need to keep expertise and experience in our unit. But the ICU is not 
run by nurses alone. Everyone – CNAs, RTs, lab techs, speech therapists, the whole imaging department, dietitians, 
and every member of our team is just as important to a functioning hospital and need pay increases as well.” 
- Sara DeRosier, RN, 2WH, Harborview Medical Center

“I am excited for my CNA co-workers to receive the retention and recruitment increases, however, our work on the 
bargaining team is not over! In the next two phases we will work hard to secure economic relief for us all! Retention 
and recruitment are essential to maintain the safety of our patients, as well as ourselves. We are all heroes in the 
hospital. Heroes deserve an unimaginable price for their tireless work that we do every day. We will not stop at 5% 
for some of our heroes, we are fighting for more and we will keep fighting like heroes do!”
- Modou Sowe, Unit Secretary, 2 East, UWMC-Northwest

Our first wage agreement of the wage reopenerOur first wage agreement of the wage reopener

This is just the beginning of our negotiations – we told management this isn’t enough. Our bargaining team has many 
ideas on economic proposals that can improve our staffing crisis. As our negotiations continue, we will bring those ideas 
to management. 
1. We need something for everyone in every job class – each job class is impacted by short staffing and causes a ripple 

effect across our patient care teams. Management needs to ensure we can recruit and retain all of us across all job 
classes. 

2. The market is quickly changing with thousands of unionized healthcare workers currently in bargaining in WA. All 
UW healthcare unions (WSNA, SEIU 925, and WFSE) are in bargaining right now. Our union at Providence Swedish 
is currently in an economic reopener just like us, and our union at Valley Medical Center, CHI St. Anne and St. 
Elizabeth, and nurses at DSHS and DOH are bargaining their next contracts. We told management we expect as this 
race to the top continues, that management will need to respond and raise wages across all of our jobs.

3. As other unionized healthcare workers win wage increases in their contracts, management will need to prioritize 
across-the-Board increases for all of our wage scales in 2022 in addition to across-the-Board increases in our 2023-
2025 contract. We told management we expect that to happen during our negotiations. 

We won new raises for some job classes  
and won’t stop until we are all recognized!
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 ✅ We are back at the bargaining table next Wednesday, August 24 and Thursday, 
August 25. 

 ✅ Stay tuned and stay updated at our campaign website, respectuwcaregivers.org 

Harborview Medical Center and Airlift NW Bargaining Team

Angela Swindle, Angio Technologist Kimela Vigil, Social Work Patrice O'Heren, Angio Technologist

Chris Pearson, END (EEG) Technologist Kris Bauer, RN ALNW Roland Clark, Pharmacy Technician          

Chrys Potuzak, Social Work Lori Davis, RN Sam Conley, RN

Diana King, RN Lydia Kline, RN ALNW Sara DeRosier, RN

Erin Welsh, RN Melanie Arciaga, RN Sarah Matula, RN ALNW

Grace Yang, RN Meni Tale, RN Sarah White Kimmerle, ARNP

Jenn Schofield, RN Meredith Boenish, RN Todd Christenson, CT Technologist

Joe Hufford, RN Miranda Carruth, Social Work Zeynab Jama, RN

Katy Lane, Dietitian         Neeru Kaur, Respiratory Care Practitioner

Kim Nelson, CT Technologist Olga Ramirez, RN

UWMC-Northwest Bargaining Team

Ade Adeyemo, Surgical Jessica Hawtree, Hepatology Clinic Mork, Therapies

Alex Freeman-Smith, Lab John Walker, Security Patrick Cassidy, Radiology

Carmen Oren, Meridian Women’s Health Judy Sohl, The Sports Medicine Clinic Sayad Iqbal, Security

Genevieve Sanford, Ultrasound Kim Williams, Woodinville Clinic Shannon Cain, Care Management

James Brown, Plant Operations Modou Sowe, 2 East Tijan Drammeh, Medical 

Our elected bargaining team

Our values will continue to guide us in bargaining 
Our elected bargaining team is committed to everyone having dignity in their jobs and respect at work. During our 
bargaining sessions, we are acknowledging the different experiences we have had based on race and our other life 
circumstances and we are working hard to identify solutions that are equitable.
No matter where we come from, what our race is, or what job we do, most of us work hard for our patients and families. 
But we also know that those same things are used to divide us, to make us turn our backs on each other and fight for 
scraps at the table. We all need to join together as people from all different walks of life to fight for our future and our 
patients, just like we have done in the past to win better raises and safer patient care. Let’s join together across our 
differences, so we can move UW Medicine management to prioritize all of us during this economic reopener and in 
negotiations for our 2023-2025 contract.

Next stepsNext steps

respectuwcaregivers.org 

“Our fight is not over and we as your bargaining team members are very committed to keep fighting for wage 
increases for Radiology and all other job classes who were not part of this initial proposal. We have many more 
bargaining days left to show management we all are critical staff and we are hemorrhaging coworkers. We are 
important front-line healthcare workers. We demand to be respected, we demand to be heard and seen, we 
demand to be supported by employers and we demand a wage that is fair and equitable.” 
- Kim Nelson, CT Tech, Radiology, Harborview Medical Center

“To exclude so many who are part of our patient care teams from the job classes listed for additional mid contract 
raises to recruit and retain people is just not right. We want to make sure we are giving the appropriate and safe 
care for our community, and valuing everyone’s jobs. We have made some progress today help staff our hospitals 
but it is not enough to address the crisis we are all experiencing. We’re all looking forward to continuing to bargain 
and making gains for everyone.” 
- Melanie Arciaga, RN, 5EH, Harborview Medical Center

“We told management about this crisis and asked for help months ago and we were met with blank stares and 
no solutions. Since then, they have let us and our patients suffer. I hope these raises help with recruitment and 
retention but we know they are far too late and not nearly enough to address the problems that management 
claims they want to fix.”
- Shannon Cain, Sr Social Worker MSW, UWMC-Northwest 
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